
A Note for Leaders: Because each volume of The Gospel Project for Kids is written several months in 
advance of its suggested use dates and because is available for purchase for three years, the activities 
in the leader guides do not reflect the current social distancing guideline requirements of many kids 
ministries. However, we want to do all we can to help you, especially in these challenging times, so we 
have provided activity adjustments as needed below. Please note that we cannot anticipate the various 
policies and needs of every ministry, so even these adaptations and replacements may need further 
revision for your context.

BLIND TOSS ADJUSTMENT
Instruct the kids that they will take turns in this game one at a time. Place an empty basket opposite 
to the starting line at the front of the room. Blindfold the first kid selected and give her a tennis ball. 
Invite her to toss the ball into the basket. Allow each kid to take a turn, using a new tennis ball each 
time or cleaning the ball in between turns. Consider awarding points to kids who successfully land the 
ball in the basket. You may play additional rounds without the blindfold for comparison.

MOVING TARGETS ADJUSTMENT
Select a kid to hold a plastic cup in front of himself and sidestep back and forth at one end of the room. 
Allow the other kids to take turns tossing paper wads into the cup as it moves. Every few minutes, stop 
the game and allow another kid to carry a new cup. 
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PUZZLING PUZZLE ADJUSTMENT
Give each kid a puzzle to work on, but do not let them see the completed picture on the cover of the 
box or bag. Consider removing a few significant pieces from the middle of the puzzle. Give the kids five 
minutes to complete their puzzles. If you do not have enough puzzles to provide each kid with his own, 
use one puzzle and tell kids to take turns coming to the front to place one piece into the puzzle. 

When they get discouraged, assure them they don’t need help. They can do it on their own if they try 
hard enough. At the end of five minutes, show them the completed picture and/or return the missing 
pieces. 

CLEAR THE CONFUSION ADJUSTMENT
Give each kid a set of supplies. Ask them to write on their papers one example of an Old Testament 
story that points to Jesus. Kids should position colored tissue paper over the writing to make a multi-
layered mosaic or stained glass window that makes the writing difficult to read. 

Invite kids to walk around the room, appropriately distanced, trying to read the other kids’ completed 
projects. Then remove the tissue to clearly read the papers.
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